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The flap with a "Plus": 
Enhanced back pressure flap ProFlap

» INNOVATION

In the event that an explosive dust mixture ignites inside the extraction sys-
tem, the backpressure flap ProFlap closes. This prevents flames from  sprea-
ding into other parts of the system.  Keller Lufttechnik is continually enhan-
cing this safety component. Now, the ProFlapPlus, whose sensors signal an 
alarm once they detect wear or deposits, is also available with a sensor for 
flow monitoring. Good news for ProFlap owners: the Plus function can be 
upgraded. This will extend your maintenance intervals and  will increase 
plant safety.

Once an explosive dust mixture ignites inside an extraction sys tem, the ProFlap closes.
Explosion flames and pressure cannot advance to other areas.

There is one common element shared by companies 
in the chemical , pharmaceutical, metal processing 
industries, and manufacturers where GRP parts are 
ground, shot-blasted or painted: they all utilize dry 
filtration systems to clean the air in their machinery 
of fine particulate and aerosols. An explosive envi-
ronment can form on a regular basis (typically, during 
automatic dedusting). If the entry of an ignition sour-
ce is probable - which is frequently the case - system 
operators typically install constructive explosion pro-

tection measures. For example, this can be accom-
plished with a pressure-surge resistant system de-
sign and the added feature of a controlled pressure 
relief. The operator is also obliged to ensure that 
explosion flames cannot spread through the duct-
work towards other system components or emplo-
yees. The backpressure flap ProFlap which is  ins-
talled at the dirty air side of the ductwork, accompli-
shes this task. >
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Certified according to EN 16447
Keller Lufttechnik is continuosly developing its very 
successful product for explosion decoupling of orga-
nic and inorganic dusts. As early as  2017, the back-
pressure flap (available in NW 140 - 560 mm) de-
monstrated it capabilities. The enhanced ProFlapIII 
with a more securely closing flap and with automatic 
locking has been successfully tested and approved 
according to the latest stricter standard EN 16447.

Plus version with sensors
Meanwhile, a redesigned version of the  "intelli-
gent" ProFlapPlus is currently on the market. "The 
Plus version is equipped with two sensors that pro-
vide ongoing information about the system's condi-
tion",  explained Jens Kuhn, Quality Manager of 
Keller Lufttechnik.  "A wear sensor inside the 
housing monitors material abrasion. It activates an 
alarm once the pressure shock resistance of the 
component is no longer warrantied. An angle/flap 
sensor monitors the position of the flap blade and 
detects harmful deposits." Even explosions are sig-
nalled by the sensor, as the flap blade closes against 
the pressure surge formed inside the extraction sys-
tem, according to Kuhn. 

Semi-annual servicing only
Not only do the sensors provide an additional safety 
benefit, the operators also profit from extended 
maintenance intervals, saving time and expense. 
"Without sensors,  the component must be checked 
manually once a week. With the Plus-version, semi-
annual servicing is sufficient. This makes the wor-
kload significantly lighter" says the Quality Mana-
ger.

Additional benefit: Flow monitoring is possible
The angle measuring sensor offers an added benefit:  
depending on evaluation results, it also provides in-
formation regarding the air flow. Businesses using  
flow monitoring as a safety function with perfor-
mance level "d" (see info box) have achieved the 
required reliability. >
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Incidentally, interested system operators already working with a ProFlap
system can easily upgrade to the Plus version. 

The European Standard EN ISO 13849  defines performance levels 
(briefly, PL) for the reliability of safety functions on a scale from "a" 
(lowest PL) up to "e" (highest PL). An appropriate safety function is 
flow monitoring (as described on the left) of extraction systems 
used to prevent ex-atmospheres.   
Jens Kuhn, Quality Manager of Keller Lufttechnik, notes that nu-
merous system operators still cannot guarantee the required safety 
levels. For example, some companies still rely solely on a spark pre-
separator for explosion protection. It prevents hot/glowing particles 
from entering/igniting the explosive mix that occurs inside dry filt-
ration systems. To achieve PL "d" utilizing this measure alone requi-
res a spark pre-separator functioning so safely that a spark by-pas-
ses a system unhindered only once every 530 years,  Kuhn calcula-
tes. "But even with a filtration efficiency of 99.99 %,  a spark could 
enter the separator every 2 hours!" remarks the specialist.

»  EX-PROTECTION: 
 MAINTAIN THE PERFORMANCE LEVEL D 
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Contact: Jens Kuhn 
Phone: +49 7021 574-344
jens.kuhn@keller-lufttechnik.de

Own area for explosion testing
Keller Lufttechnik has its own area for explosion testing - a 
stone quarry near the company's  headquarter in Kirchheim/
Teck-Jesingen. Ex-protection specialist Jens Kuhn appreciates 
the convenience of performing tests locally. "Because the be-
haviour of units and materials in the event of an explosion can-
not be accurately calculated,  we rely on these tests", he said. 
"If an initial attempt fails, we continue to test other configura-
tions, and so on... until we achieve satisfactory results." <

» IMPORTANT: 
EX-PROTECTION CONSULTING  
BY A SPECIALIST

Keller Lufttechnik advises system operators using dry filtration units regar-
ding explosion protection measures and safety performance levels. If ne-
cessary, Keller Lufttechnik will offer suggestions for achieving  the required 
safety rank. 


